Greenock Golf Club
Kinnaird Trophy, Murray Cup & Pro Shop
Accounts
KINNAIRD TROPHY
===============
This Saturday is the Kinnaird Trophy which is our Medal Finals and also a Sweepstake.
To be eligible to win the Kinnaird Trophy you need to have won your Section or had the best Scratch
score in one of the Monthly Medals.
Below are the winners of the Medals ( apologies if the format is difficult to read )...
Month Scratch Div1 Div2 Div3
October 19 P McFarlane P McFarlane J Fulton L Taylor
April R Di Murro & Al Roy O Gallagher F Gray L Taylor
May C Rae C Rae J Fulton S Dunlop
June M Carmichael M Heron A Young M Bowie
July P Dorrian B Stevenson E Spence A Essler
August M Carmichael M Heron J Mitchell D Robertson
September P McFarlane M Rae S Deveney E Gallacher
October S Gallacher S Gallacher B O'Donnell I Whittaker
As you may have noticed there was a tie for the April Scratch score and normally this goes to the
best back 9, then 6, 3, 2, 1 - However in this case both players had the exact same results, and
similarly if I applied that to the front 9 amazingly it was the same, hence the 2 names.
All other competitors will be playing in a sweepstake.
MURRAY CUP
==========
As I mentioned a few weeks ago to generate interest we have decided to allow players to enter the
Murray Cup ( 9 hole medal ) as often as they like during October.
To enter simply inform the Starter and pay your £1 Entry and take a scorecard. On completion of the
round please inform the M&H by sending an email with a picture of your card to : email ar028m8442@ntlworld.com ( Please let me know even if you NR so that I know I haven't missed
anyone ). Due to Covid regs players should mark their own cards and in the marker section write the
name of your playing partner who has verified the card.
Entrants must play off the White Tees.

The player with the best 2 net scores will win the Murray Cup.

PRO SHOP ACCOUNTS
=================
All competition winnings are issued to a players PRO SHOP Account online and players can check on
their Scottish Golf App how much they have WON by checking what is in the PRO SHOP Account.
However, please note that as Duncan doesn't have access to the back end system yet the amount in
your PRO SHOP account online may not reflect what you actually have in your account as any
purchases you have made WILL NOT have been taken off the system yet.
Duncan has been keeping members accounts up to date manually and if you need to know exactly
how much you have in your account you will need to ask Duncan to check the manual account.
Once Duncan has access to the back end system he will input all the purchases on the system and
bring the manual and the online systems into synch. This will probably be done during the off
season.
PS. As we are getting to the end of the season, if you haven't spent your money already, it may be
worth starting to think about what you will do with your winnings and let Duncan know in case he
needs to make any orders. This will be really appreciated.

Thanks
Alex Roy M&H Convenor.

